
 
 

VI Form 

Is it time to engage? 
 This week saw a phrase gain more and more national media 

prominence – “Culture War”.  I would encourage you all to read 
a little about what this means so that core messages such as 
Refugee Week, do not get lost in one. Whether it is politicians 
(often), friends or family, it is important that you understand 
key issues, and most importantly what the ethical and right 
course of action is that you should get behind. Some people  
such as Michelle Obama, advocate avoidance of cultural wars 
and advise taking the high ground, but maybe it is the time 
now to think differently and confront issues head on in the 
form of balanced and fact based discussion. 

Click on the image on the left to watch a video titled “North 
Star Fading” around this weeks theme. 

F R I D A Y  J U N E  1 9  2 0 2 0   

Prayer 
A Prayer for refugees. Migrants and 
asylum seekers. 
 
God, no one is stronger than you,  
And no one is ever far from your 
loving care,  
In your kindness watch over 
migrants, refugees and asylum 
seekers,  
Those separated form their loved 
ones, 
Those who are lost,  
And those who have been exiled 
from their homes. 
Bring them safely to the place they 
long to be, 
And help us always to show your 
kindness to strangers,  
And those in need,  
We ask this through Christ our Lord,  
Who too was a refugee and migrant,  
Who travelled to another land 
searching for a home.  
 
Amen 
 

   
   

 
 

https://youtu.be/riLMnXkICsA�
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UCL openDemocracy are running an exciting 
competition open to VI Form students, asking you to 
share your vision of the future, with the chance to win 
book tokens but probably more importantly, an 
opportunity to be mentored by some of the worlds 
foremost thinkers.  Link here. 
 
Simple Acts 

For Refugee Week 2020 (15-21 June) we’re inviting you 
to do one or more of our eight Simple Acts that can all be 
done at home, inspired by the theme ‘Imagine’. 
Simple Acts are everyday actions we can all do to stand 
with refugees and make new connections in our 
communities. 
Whether you plan an event or activity around a Simple 
Act or just take part during the week itself, you’ll be 
joining a big, creative, collective movement to imagine a 
better world. 
Acts can range from reading a book or sharing a song 
and you can find more by clicking on the link here:  
https://refugeeweek.org.uk/simple-acts/ 
 

“We think many would agree that UCAS day 
is quite an important event in the 6th Form 
calendar. However, for this year’s UCAS day 
we’ve had to adapt slightly and bring the 
process to the virtual world! 
Starting the day (now very early for the most 
of us) at 9am, the majority of students began an 
in-depth research into potential University 
courses and apprenticeships to take on in the 
academic year starting 2021. Through the 
website Unifrog, we were able to create ‘Wish-
Lists’ on specific courses offered by numerous 
universities, which included entry requirements and 
various information on what the courses withheld. We ourselves were particularly interested 
into courses covering mathematical topics such as Statistical Maths and Theoretical Physics. 
Afterwards, we were all fortunate enough to have the opportunity to attend an online webinar 
about courses and life within University presented by Lancaster University themselves. 
Particularly, it was interesting to obtain some knowledge into the financial aspects of University 
as well as how courses are not just all about learning, but can also help us to acquire some work 
experience with placement years depending on your chosen course. We would also like to take 
this moment to say a huge thank you to Lancaster University for arranging time out of their day 
to present this webinar – it was extremely informative. 

UCAS day 

What’s your vision for a world after 
Coronavirus? 

https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/world-after-covid/
https://refugeeweek.org.uk/theme-of-refugee-week-2020-imagine/
https://refugeeweek.org.uk/simple-acts/
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Additionally, we were given a chance in the day to have a zoom chat with our form groups. It was 
lovely to catch up with everyone and also participate in the thrilling ‘Big UCAS Quiz’! (“big up 
Howells for making the quiz” – from Jeffrey) 
Ending the day, Mr Howells and Mr Parke instructed the whole year through signing us up to UCAS 
itself via another zoom chat. The process was somewhat stressful with 80+ students in the chat. 
With multiple questions being asked and both teachers resolving issues efficiently, the objective was 
finally met, gearing us all up to initiate ourselves into the next steps; writing our personal 
statements. “ 
Rhea and Jeffrey 
 
“On UCAS day, there was an option for people interested in studying medicine to have a zoom 
meeting with Megan, an ex All Hallows pupil and first year medical student. Megan answered all 
questions asked in detail and gave advice about how she prepared for the series of interviews and 
difficult admission tests that come with a course like this. Although I am no longer considering 
medicine, this was still useful to me as someone who is wanting to apply for courses that require 
interviews and admission tests. “ - Nathan Yr 12. 
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Opinion 

Provisional dates are: 23rd of June, 24th of June and the 25th of June. Any student wishing to take place should let 
Mr Parke know as soon as possible.  Cost of the event is £99 and All Hallows will pay for half of the fee.  
 
‘Underlying misjustice’:the results of institutional racism’ 
 
The Nazi government is well-known for having passed discrimitory and racist policy during its seat in 
power between 1933-45. Whilst this is an extreme example, it shows the potentially dangerous power 
that authoritative figures and groups possess over individuals; implementing racism into legislation 
and along with other bigoted ideas. In this piece, I have decided to discuss an example of institutional 
racism and how it, even in the smallest form, can have widespread impacts on the lives of communities. 
Watching ‘13th’on Netflix propelled my thinking onto American politics and its exclusion of the black 
lives through history: I realised racist policy can take many forms and has been knowingly adapted 
over the years to avoid being pointed out as outright racism. 
 
Whilst Hitler is widely recognised for his persecution of the Jewish people, black lives were also 
targeted. In his novel ‘Mein Kampf’, he spoke about African occupation soldiers contaminating the 
white race ‘by Negro blood’1. It is clear the Nazi reign in Germany was one of tyranny and extreme 
racial views in which the Aryan race was supreme. Minority groups were segregated from society, 
especially through the implementation of ghettos. We know this was wrong, in fact their actions 
were that of mass genocide; the million dead from the ‘Final Solution’, those who lived in horrific 
and inhumane conditions resulting in death and those who survived to tell their account. Many 
modern-day events simply cannot compare to this atrocity; but there is still the manipulation of 
ideas and integration of institutional racism to isolate the black community, as well as other 
minority groups. 
 
An article in the Denver Post (The Denver Post, 2020) describes racist housing policies still present 
in Denver and the neighbourhood atmosphere following the George Floyd attack. Starting with the 
presence of the Ku Klux Klan in 1925, federal governments went on to making it incredibly hard for 
non-white residents to have property in certain areas of the city. In general, Colorado is presently 
less inclined to racism, thus mirroring those states further west and contradicting many states in the 
east. However, these policies have nevertheless upheld racial disparities and Denver adopted zoning 
practices when explicitly racist housing policies were outlawed. Many other cities in America 
implemented this. The majority argue this does not make them racist; but it’s true to say that new 
development has been focused in the low-income, minority estates whilst the middle-income have 
been left to stay the same. Long term residents in the low-income areas are forced to leave and often 
head to more impoverished neighbourhoods. This does not do anything for the class divide, let alone 
the deep-seated institutional racism that seems to be a gripping point for an outdated America. 
Unfortunately, it has only been recent events that has brought zoning into public focus. 
 
In Denver, there has been a backlash by the so-called neighbourhood defenders. Predominately 
white, old and middle class you can so much as guess their response. Unfortunately, we can also 
guess their more than proportionate hold on the power in the community. The article details how 
they thrive at all public meetings, whilst others are busy with the various demands of life. Overall, 
they seem to be unrepresentative of the broader 
community but hold the highest seats of authority and influence- and in the case of Denver, distort 
crucial changes to zoning. 
 
1 Mein Kampf, volume 1, chapter XIII. 
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Other states in America have dealt more constructively with the issue of single-family zoning, with 
Oregon banning it last year. This shows some progression in areas of America, but the country is 
vast and those who are actively anti-racist are only now beginning to overshadow those who 
harbour racist views. 
 
Whilst I could go on, we can see simply one example of how racist policy and institutional racism 
actually effects quality of life. It prevents job progression, widens class divides and diminishes 
education chances. It can no longer simply be accepted and the system needs to be broken down in a 
way that policies implying minority discrimination are outlawed. Those who hold the most power in 
America have been known to abuse it- as detailed in my previous post, 107 of all individuals who sat 
on the American supreme court have been white men. Whilst this doesn’t mean they abused their 
seat; it still speaks loudly for the inequality in America. 
 
For a leading world power boasts being a free country and ‘the land of opportunity’. But is it case of 
being the land of limited opportunity for those deemed of higher standing or who possess white 
privilege…? 
 

 
Thanks for reading, 
Emily. 
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University 
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